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ABSTRACT
Decisions regarding housing, transportation, and resource allocation would all benefit from accurate
neighborhood-scale population forecasts. While various forecast methods exist at regional scales,
developing a neighborhood-scale forecast remains a challenge, because complex drivers of residen-
tial choice ranging from housing policies to social preferences and economic status cumulatively
cause drastic neighborhood-scale segregation. Here, we show how to forecast the dynamics of
neighborhood-scale demographics by extending a novel statistical physics approach called Density-
Functional Fluctuation Theory (DFFT) to multi-component time-dependent systems. In particular,
this technique observes the fluctuations in neighborhood-scale demographics to extract effective
drivers of segregation. As a demonstration, we simulate a segregated city using a Schelling-type
segregation model, and found that DFFT accurately predicts how a city-scale demographic change
trickles down to block scales. Should these results extend to actual human populations, DFFT could
capitalize on the recent advances in demographic data collection and regional-scale forecasts to
generate accurate neighborhood-scale forecasts.
Keywords Statistical physics · Racial residential segregation ·Migration · Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory
———————
1 Introduction
Forecasting the neighborhood-scale dynamics of residential populations remains an outstanding problem in demog-
raphy with the potential to inform and significantly affect local planning of social and economic developments [1].
For example, such forecasts could be used to achieve optimal allocation of educational, health and safety resources
by determining the need for new schools [2], hospitals [3] and fire stations [4] in each neighborhood. In addition,
such forecasts would be important for estimating housing demands [5], and might help combat racial inequalities by
predicting the need for low-income housing developments [6] and public transportation [7, 8]. Despite this wide range
of important potential applications, methods for accurate neighborhood-scale population forecasts remain limited.
Importantly, at regional scales, there are already numerous methods for predicting population change and dynamics.
Traditionally, the demographic equation is applied to different cohorts [9, 10, 1, 11, 12, 13, 14]. In particular, estimates
of birth and death rates from past data are already quite accurate. Models with different amounts of sophistication have
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Table 1: List of Important Variables Used
Variable Meaning Usage
U soR Social Utility for a red agent
Schelling
U soB Social Utility for a blue agent
U spR Spatial Utility for a red agent
U
sp
B Spatial Utility for a blue agent
x Position in Schelling city
N neR Number of red agents in the 8-connected neighborhood
N neB Number of blue agents in the 8-connected neighborhood
b Block index
Schelling
& DFFT
t Time
s Number of empty cells (spaces) in a block
stot Total number of empty cells (spaces) in a city
Ntot Total number of agents in a city
Pb Probability Distribution of agents in block b
NR,b Number (Density) of red agents in block b
NR AbbreviatedNR,b when there is no ambiguity
NB,b Number (Density) of blue agents in block b
NB AbbreviatedNB,b when there is no ambiguity
zb Normalization constant for Pb
DFFT
vR,b Vexation for red agents in block b
vB,b Vexation for blue agents in block b
f Frustration
Hb Headache function for block b
Pb→b′ Probability of transition of an agent from block b to b
′
νR,b→b′ Number (Density) flow rate for red agent from block b to b
′
νB,b→b′ Number (Density) flow rate for blue agent from block b to b
′
µR Red agent potential in a city
µB Blue agent potential in a city
also been developed to estimate the migration rates from available data [15]. For example, the gravity model [16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21] and the gravity-like Weidlich-Haag Migratory Model [22, 23, 24, 25] fit migration data by including
relative preferences of origin and destination regions as well as preferences to make moves to closer locations. The
challenge then, is how to relate the data at the regional level to forecasts at the neighborhood scale.
One of the key hurdles for making such relations is that at the neighborhood scale drivers of segregation can signifi-
cantly affect the resulting distributions. At regional scales, most methods either ignore the drivers of segregation [16]
or assume some simple forms for such segregation effects [25]. These simplifications are most likely justified for
regional or national population forecasts, because the drivers of segregation, such as economic status, social prefer-
ences and housing policy [26, 27], usually average over on a large scale. Such simplifications, however, would lead
to bigger errors if we apply them to make neighborhood-scale forecasts. For example, consider the recent growth
of the Hispanic population in the United States. With traditional methods, demographers were able to predict this
growth on the coarser county level, where drivers of segregation are roughly averaged over and can thus be reasonably
ignored. On the neighborhood level, however, Hispanic-majority blocks experienced proportionally different growth
than Hispanic-minority blocks, suggesting that segregation greatly affects the population dynamics at the block scale.
Thus, there is still a need for methods that can account for the complex neighborhood-scale effects of segregation in
order to forecast neighborhood scale dynamics such as neighborhood migration.
Although there is a rich history of methods aimed at quantifying neighborhood-scale segregation and understanding its
causes, it has been difficult to use these methods to accurately create forecasts of future changes in neighborhood-level
population distributions. One general approach to the analysis of human segregation relies on the use of numerical
indices to characterize the degree of segregation of a neighborhood [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Such
2
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indices have been essential to understanding how segregation correlates with residential outcomes as well as potential
drivers of segregation. Recently, Ellis et al [38] even used such indices to extrapolate which neighborhoods are more
likely to change their degree of segregation, but stopped short of forecasting population changes, presumably because
such indices are too coarse grained to make accurate predictions. Another approach utilizes agent-based models [39,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49], such as the well studied Schelling model [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46], to determine
the degree to which different proposed interactions lead to segregation. Such studies have shown that even slight
preferences towards segregated neighborhood compositions can lead to drastic city-wide segregation. Since these
models require a priori knowledge of the decision rules for migration that are challenging to determine, however, they
have not been practical for predicting trends in human populations. Thus, despite great progress in understanding the
nature of segregation, neither segregation indices nor agent-based models have led to accurate methods for predicting
population dynamics at the neighborhood scale.
Recently, a new statistical physics method called Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory (DFFT) was developed to
make predictions of how crowds will distribute in different environments [50]. DFFT is a top-down data-driven
approach that extracts functions to separately quantify effective social and spatial preferences from observations of
fluctuations in the local density. By recombining these functions, DFFT is able to forecast population distributions in
new environments and with different total population numbers.
Here, we demonstrate how to extend DFFT to predict neighborhood-scale demographic data for multi-component
time-dependent systems. We test this approach on data generated from an extended Schelling model simulation of res-
idential segregation. We first describe application of the Schelling model to systems comprised of two types of agents
in heterogeneous environments. We use the results generated from these simulations to create the demographic steady-
state data for our analysis (Fig. 1a, Section 2). Second, we apply DFFT to this data and extract functions describing
the effective spatial and social preferences of the population (Fig. 1b, Section 3). Importantly, this quantification of
preferences is generic so that it can capture cumulative effects of the drivers of segregation without making specific as-
sumptions about their properties or relative strengths. Next, we institute a sudden regional-scale demographic change
to achieve a redistribution of the populations. We again use the Schelling model to generate the time evolution and
new steady-state distribution of the neighborhood-scale demographic data. To predict the time evolution of the demo-
graphic data, we develop a time-dependent version of DFFT (TD-DFFT) using the extracted DFFT functions. We then
compare the predictions from TD-DFFT to the data generated by the Schelling model (Fig. 1c, Section 4). Finally, we
predict the new steady-state joint densities resulting from the demographic change, either through numerical compu-
tation using TD-DFFT or analytic calculation using the DFFT functions extracted from the original steady-state data.
These predictions are then compared to the Schelling model data for the new steady state (Fig. 1d, Section 5). While
we demonstrate this approach on data generated from a Schelling model, it should be possible to apply this method to
publicly available demographic population counts for real populations. If application to real data is successful, DFFT
would extend predictions at the regional-scale down to the neighborhood scale and yield valuable new insights and
predictive power to the fields of segregation and migration.
2 Modified Schelling Simulation
To generate sample demographic data, we use a dynamic Schelling-type agent-based model [43] modified to include
spatial dependence. In this model, two type of agents, 1000 red and 1000 blue, make probabilistic moves to new
empty cells on a 60-by-60 lattice grid with periodic boundary conditions (Fig. 2a). The moves are based on changes in
utility functions that specify social (“Social Utility” U soR , U
so
B ) and spatial (“Spatial Utility” U
sp
R , U
sp
B ) preferences. In
particular, at each step in time, we randomly choose an agent and an empty cell, and the agent will move to the empty
cell with probability
P =


1
1 + e−∆(U
so
R
+U sp
R
)
if agent is red
1
1 + e−∆(U
so
B
+U sp
B
)
if agent is blue
, (1)
where ∆ denotes the change in utilities due to the proposed move [51] so that agents are more likely to move if the
total utility increases. The social and spacial utility functions are defined in figures 2b,c and 2d,e respectively. In this
particular case, we define the social utility of an agent to linearly increase with the number of 8-connected neighbors
(dashed box in Fig. 2a) that are of the same type. This dependence is illustrated by the homogeneous color of the
columns and rows in figures 2b and 2c respectively. We set the spatial utilities as shown in figure 2d,e, where red
agents prefer the West side of the city and blue agents prefer the South side of the city. Additional results for more
complex social utility functions are presented in the SI. We use these simulations to generate the data throughout this
3
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Figure 1: General Workflow of Applying DFFT to Demographic Data (a.) Collect neighborhood-scale steady-
state demographic data in the form of probability distributions of local densities. In our example, we simulate the
steady-state data from a Schelling model. (b.) Extract DFFT functions from steady-state data. The DFFT func-
tions characterize social and spatial preferences separately. (c.) After a demographic change, we predict the time
evolution of neighborhood-scale demographic data with TD-DFFT using the extracted DFFT functions. We com-
pare our prediction with the observed time evolution from the Schelling model simulations. (d.) We predict the
new neighborhood-scale steady state after the regional-scale demographic change either numerically using TD-DFFT
or analytically using DFFT functions alone. We compare our prediction with the observed new steady state of the
Schelling model simulations.
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paper.
From these simulations we obtain coarse grained data of local agent densities and their steady-state joint probability
distributions. In particular, we run an ensemble of Schelling simulations, wait until they reach a steady state, where
the system fluctuates about a constant average distribution, and determine the agent configuration for each simulation.
A sample steady-state configuration is shown in figure 2f. We coarse-grain the Schelling lattice grid into 25 blocks
(outlined in the figure by thick lines) and record the total number of red agents NR,b and blue agents NB,b in each
block b. Since all the blocks have the same area, NR,b and NB,b indicate local densities. By sampling the different
steady-state configurations (denoted in the figure by the stack and ellipses) we measure the joint local probability
distribution of agent densities for each block Pb(NR,b, NB,b). For simplicity, we will abbreviate NR,b and NB,b as
NR and NB when there is no ambiguity. We show the joint probability distributions for the North East (NE), South
West (SW) and South East (SE) blocks in figure 2g. We find that the SE block is likely to be occupied by a high density
of blue agents, while the NE block is likely to be occupied by a low density of red and blue agents. We also find that
the SW block is occupied by high densities of agents with a wide distribution of red and blue agent compositions. This
wide distribution reflects the inherent biases for red and blue agents to segregate.
3 2-Component Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory
Single-component Density-Functional Fluctuation Theory conjectures that, by observing the steady-state probability
distribution of a single type of agent in a block, one can extract information about the location dependent preferences
and social interactions of the agent [50]. In particular, by observing the means of the distributions, it is possible to
rank the agent preference for each block. Further, the shapes of the distributions provide information about social
preference. For example, a Poisson-like distribution indicates no social interactions, a narrowly peaked distribution
indicates strong repulsion, and a bimodal distribution indicates strong attractive interactions. As such, Mendez et al.
[50] write the block dependent probability distribution as:
Pb(N) = z
−1
b
1
N !
exp[−vbN − f(N)], (2)
where z−1b is a normalization constant; vb is defined as the “vexation” and is constant for each block b; and f(N)
is defined as the “frustration” and is block-independent function of local densities. Since all the blocks have the
same area (See SI for the general case), the number of agents N indicates the density. When f(N) is zero, the
distribution is Poisson and the mean is proportional to exp[−vb], indicating agents avoid blocks with high vb. The
deviation of the distribution from Poisson is captured by the function f(N) that depends only on the density of
agents. When f(N) is concave up (e.g. Pb is narrowly peaked), agents disperse or segregate. When f(N) is concave
down (e.g. Pb is bimodal), agents aggregate. Thus, frustration and vexations respectively capture effective social and
spatial interactions at the coarse-grained block scale. In previous work, it was shown that this functional form for
the probability distribution is remarkably accurate for data on crowd distributions in not only model, but also living
systems [50].
Extending this theory to multiple agents requires that we use a multivariate Poisson distribution to describe the block
dependent vexations for all types of agent. Additionally, the frustration capturing the interactions between all the
agents becomes a joint function of the density of each type of agent. For the case of two types of agents (Red and
Blue) discussed in the present work, the steady-state joint probability distribution in each block b is given by:
Pb(NR, NB) = z
−1
b
1
NR!NB!(s−NR −NB)!
exp[−vR,bNR − vB,bNB − f (NR, NB)], (3)
where z−1b is, again, a normalization constant; vR,b and vB,b are the block-dependent vexations for the Red and Blue
agents; and f(NR, NB) is the block-independent frustration and is a function of the local densities of Red and Blue
agents. As before, agents avoid blocks with high vexation. The frustration now captures the social interaction between
two types of agents. Therefore, instead of a single curve that depends on the number of agents, the frustration becomes
a surface that depends on the density of blue and the density of red agents. The concavities of curves on this surface
indicates the social preferences for having greater or fewer agents of a particular type. Thus, this frustration function
is a functional measure of segregation and can capture a variety of segregation behaviors (SI Section S6). Finally, the
term 1/(s−NR −NB)! is introduced to better account for the fact that each block in our system can fit a maximum
density of s = 144 agents (See SI Section S1 for a detailed derivation of equation (3)).
To determine whether this functional form for the probability distribution can be used to fit the Schelling model data
we rearrange equation (3) to obtain
− ln[NR!NB!(s−NR −NB)!Pb(NR, NB)] = f (NR, NB) + vR,bNR + vB,bNB + cb, (4)
5
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Figure 2: Extended Schelling-type simulation and steady-state data (a.) The Top-left corner of the Schelling lattice
grid with 1000 red and 1000 blue agents. At each step in time, an agent and an empty cell are randomly chosen, and
the agent will make probabilistic move to the empty cell. In this case, the red agent is chosen with arrow showing
its proposed move to a randomly chosen empty cell. The 8-connected neighborhood (consisting of the 8 surrounding
cells) of the red agent for its current or proposed cell are shown as dashed boxes. Due to the periodic boundary
condition, the neighborhood of the empty cell looks disconnected. (b.) Social Utility for red agents is defined by
U soR (N
ne
R , N
ne
B ) = 0.4 · N
ne
R , where N
ne
R and N
ne
B are the number of 8-connected red and blue neighbors respectively.
For the red agent in a, the change in social utility due to the proposed move is given by U soR (5, 1)−U
so
R (1, 6) = +1.6,
making this move more socially attractive. (c.) Social Utility for blue agents is defined by U soB (N
ne
R , N
ne
B ) = 0.4 ·N
ne
B .
(d.) Spatial Utility for red agents U spR (x) is a function of location x, that decreases linearly in the horizontal direction.
The change in spatial utility for the red agent in a for the proposed move is ∆U spR ≈ +0.17, making this move more
spatially attractive. So, according to Equation (1), the red agent has a 85% chance of moving. (e.) Spatial Utility for
blue agents U spB (x) is a function of location x, that decreases linearly in the vertical direction. (f.) A sample steady-
state configuration of our simulation after reaching steady state (> 10000 steps). We divide the Schelling lattice grid
into 25 blocks, three of which are shaded and labeled as ’NE’, ’SW’, and ’SE’ for reference. To obtain a collection
of steady-state configurations (red stack and red ellipses), we run an ensemble of Schelling simulations. (g.) From
the collection of steady-state configurations, one can observe the steady-state joint probability distribution of agent
densities for each block. Distributions for blocks ’NE’, ’SW’, ’SE’ are shown.
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where cb = ln(zb) is a normalization constant. The LHS of Equation (4) is determined by our observed probability
Pb, and is plotted for three sample blocks in figure 3a.
We use a Maximum Likelihood Estimation algorithm to infer the frustration and vexations that best fit the data and plot
these in figure 3b. We find that the fits are remarkably accurate as illustrated by the small errors (differences between
LHS and RHS of equation (4)) shown for three sample blocks in figure 3c. The extracted frustration and vexations can
then be used to predict how populations will redistribute in response to demographic changes, as we show next.
4 Predicting Time Evolution
To generate a demographic change in the simulation data, we abruptly switch 350 randomly chosen red agents on the
north side of the Schelling lattice into blue agents. We then record the evolution of an ensemble of agent configurations
(illustrated by the stack and ellipses) as it transitions from this new altered state at t = 0 to the new steady state at
t → ∞ (Fig. 4a). As before, we coarse grain these data at the block level to extract the density of red and blue
agents at each time. The challenge is to predict the evolution of these neighborhood-scale data using DFFT parameters
extracted from the initial steady state data and knowledge of the regional-scale demographic change. Note that an
abrupt regional-scale demographic change should result in a more extreme neighborhood-scale time evolution, and
therefore be harder to predict than a more realistic continuous demographic change over time.
4.1 Time-Dependent DFFT model (Kohn-Sham TD-DFFT)
To predict the evolving joint density distributions of the ensemble described above, we construct a Time-Dependent
DFFT model in which agents choose to move from block to block based on changes in the coarse-grained spatial and
social preferences. The coarse-grained preferences can be combined into block-level “Headache” functions:
Hb(NR, NB) = vR,bNR + vB,bNB + f(NR, NB). (5)
Specifically, at every step in time, we choose an agent randomly and choose a block with a weight proportional to the
amount of empty spaces it has. The agent then moves from its current block b to the chosen block b′ with probability:
Pb→b′ =
1
1 + e∆Hb+∆Hb′
, (6)
where ∆ denotes the change due to the proposed move. By evolving the ensemble of altered states according to
the above rule, we can numerically predict the evolution of the joint density distributions, up to a constant-time
scale difference (See SI Section S8 for reasons of introducing a time scale). We can extract the time scale easily by
comparing the rate of steady-state fluctuations in the Schelling simulation and the TD-DFFT model. This TD-DFFT
model corresponds to the adiabatic approximation of Kohn-Sham Time-Dependent Density-functional Theory [52, 53,
54] (See SI Section S9), whose predictions can be determined exactly through a master equation approach as well (See
SI Section S8).
4.2 Mean Value Equation (Hohenberg-Kohn TD-DFFT)
For situations where the full analysis presented above is too computationally expensive, we develop a simplified mean
value approach. In particular, to obtain a good distribution of states, the above agent-based simulation approach to
solving Kohn-Sham TD-DFFT model requires that we evolve an ensemble with a size much bigger than the number
of frequently observed states. Since the number of states scales steeply with the number of blocks and agents, the
Kohn-Sham TD-DFFT model may be computationally expensive to run for real cities with hundreds of blocks and
millions of people. When the probability distributions are single-peaked, as is the case here, one may approximate the
time evolution of the joint mean densities of the above model according to the following Mean Value Equation (MVE,
See derivation in SI Section S8): 

d
dt
NR,b =
∑
b′ 6=b
νR,b′→b − νR,b→b′
d
dt
NB,b =
∑
b′ 6=b
νB,b′→b − νB,b→b′
, (7)
7
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Figure 3: Extracting effective social and spatial preferences (a.) The LHS of Equation (4) is determined by our
observed probability Pb (Fig. 2g), and is plotted for blocks ’NE’, ’SW’, ’SE’. We only keep data for cases where more
than 10 observations are recorded for a particular agent combination. (b.) Using Maximum Likelihood Estimation, we
fit each of the 25 LHS surfaces by a block-independent surface called “frustration” together with a block-dependent
planar shift vR,bNR+vB,bNB+cb, where vR,b and vB,b are two block-dependent constants called “vexations”, and cb
is a block-dependent normalization constant. Frustration describes social preference, while vexations describe spatial
preference. (c.) The errors of the fit in b are determined by the difference between the right hand and left hand sides
of equation (4), for the NE, SW, and SE blocks.
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where NR,b and NR,b denotes the mean red and blue agent density for block b, respectively. νR,b→b′ and νB,b→b′ are
the density flow rates for red and blue agents from block b to block b′, calculated from


νR,b→b′ ≈
NR,b
Ntot
·
s−NR,b′ −NB,b′
stot −Ntot
· Pb→b′
νB,b→b′ ≈
NB,b
Ntot
·
s−NR,b′ −NB,b′
stot −Ntot
· Pb→b′
. (8)
Equation (7) says that the rate of change in the mean density of agents in block b is given by the sum of inflow rates from
all other blocks b′ 6= b into block b, minus the sum of outflow rates from block b into all other blocks b′ 6= b. We can
also easily interpret the flow rate approximations in Equation (8) following the rules of the TD-DFFT Model (Section
4.1): The first term in the product represents the probability of choosing the corresponding type of agent in block b,
where the denominatorNtot = 2000 is the total number of agents in the city; The second term in the product represents
the probability of choosing an empty cell in block b′, where the denominator stot −Ntot = 3600− 2000 = 1600 is the
total number of empty cells in the city; The third term corresponds to the probability of transition defined in Equation
(6). Note that this MVE might fail to capture the behavior of the TD-DFFT Model with extreme segregation, when
Equation (7) exhibits ‘bifurcation behavior’ [22, 25] (See SI Section S10). Since the MVE deals with average numbers
in each block, it corresponds more closely to a Hohenberg-Kohn [55] TD-DFT (See SI Section S9).
4.3 Results
Overall, we obtain excellent agreement between the TD-DFFT model/MVE predictions and the simulated Schelling
data. As an example, we compare the predicted (Figs. 4b,c) and observed (Figs. 4d,e) time evolution of the probability
distribution of red (NR) and blue (NB) agents for the South East (SE) block (and all other blocks in SI Section S12).
We find that the model accurately captures the trends in the means as well as the skews in the distributions about the
means. In particular, the MVE (blue dotted lines in Figs. 4b,c) accurately tracks the mean values of the TD-DFFT
model (red lines in Figs. 4b,c). Additionally, we compare the trajectory of the joint means for all the blocks in figure 4f.
Once again, we find excellent agreement throughout the entire trajectory even when the evolution is non-monotonic as
is the case for blocks 12-15. Finally, given an initial joint density (NR,NB) for a particular block we are able to predict
the joint probability distribution for the block after 1000 Schelling steps. We plot the observed average change in the
joint density for each initial condition for the SE block in figure 4g. These predictions, indicated by the red arrows, are
compared with the observed data, indicated by the black arrows. Once again, we observe excellent agreement between
the predictions of the TD-DFFT model and the demographic data. The arrow directions reflect the constraints induced
by local interactions over short time scales, despite the fact that the long time equilibrium of the joint probability
distribution resides in the upper left region of the plot. It is this capacity to model the step-wise evolution that allows
the TD-DFFT model to accurately track the time dependent trajectories of the Joint Means as shown in figure 4f.
Finally, we have conducted similar studies involving the same demographic change for cases where the demographic
data is generated using more complicated Social and Spatial utility functions and have obtained TD-DFFT predictions
of similar fidelity.
In part, the reason the Time-dependent DFFT model is able to accurately describe the evolution of the Schelling data
after a demographic change, is that it is itself a type of agent-based model. There are, however, a number of important
distinctions. First, the TD-DFFT model relies on coarse-grained data. Details of the Schelling simulation such as the
lattice grid structure, the 8-connected neighbors, and empty spots are averaged over to obtain the density in each block.
As such the TD-DFFT model keeps only the essential information necessary to make predictions about the density.
Second, the TD-DFFT model relies on empirically extracted parameters. As such it does not require that we impose
specific rules governing the system evolution. Instead, it determines the rules from the original steady-state data in
order to make predictions. These distinctions will lead to discrepancies in certain extreme conditions. For instance,
when block-size is very small (e.g. 4 by 4 cells), the interaction of agents between neighboring blocks will greatly
affect the dynamics. In the TD-DFFT model, however, such effects are ignored in the coarse-graining procedure,
resulting in different dynamics (See SI, Section S13).
5 Predicting the New Steady-state
To predict the new steady-state joint probability distributions, Pb(NR, NB, t → ∞) we can either run the TD-DFFT
model until it reaches a steady state, or calculate the new distribution analytically. To analytically predict the new
distribution, we take advantage of the fact that the social and spatial preferences of the individuals remain the same
throughout this demographic change in the total number of each agent. Since these social and spatial preferences
manifest themselves at the coarse grained level as differences in the headache functions of two blocks,∆Hb +∆H
′
b,
9
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Figure 4: Predicting time evolution (a.) Starting from a steady-state configuration, at t = 0, we introduce our
demographic change by abruptly switching 350 randomly chosen red agents on the north side of the Schelling lattice
into blue agents to obtain an altered state. The system is then evolved according to the Schelling model. The above
procedure is repeated over an ensemble of Schelling simulations (shown as stacks and ellipses). (b.,c.) Predicted time
evolution of the probability distribution for observing red or blue agents for the ’SE’ block using the TD-DFFT model.
Note that the distribution for red agent is skewed away from the mean towards more segregated values. The MVE
predictions agree well with the TD-DFFT Model. (d.,e.) Observed time evolution of the probability distribution for
observing red or blue agents for the ’SE’ block from the Schelling simulation. (f.) Observed versus predicted Joint-
mean density trajectories for all blocks (counted left-to-right then top-to-bottom, in normal English reading order).
Blocks 13-15 show interesting trajectories, which TD-DFFT model predict well. (g.) Observed versus predicted
average changes in number of agents in block ’SE’ after 1000 Schelling steps for various initial number of agents. We
note that a calibration factor is necessary to match the time scales between the density based model predictions and
the Schelling simulation time steps.
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Figure 5: Analytically predict new steady state (a.) Predicted versus observed new steady-state joint probability
distribution for block ’SE’. (b.) Predicted versus observed mean densities of red agents for all blocks. (c.) Predicted
versus observed mean densities of blue agents for all blocks.
we can rewrite the headache function as:
Hb −→ Hb − µRNR − µBNB (9)
without affecting these preferences. Here, µR and µB are block-independent constants called ‘agent potentials’ (anal-
ogous to chemical potentials in statistical physics) that tune the expected total number of each type of agent over all
the blocks (see SI, Sections S1 and S11). To determine these constants, we modify the exponent in Eq. 3 and use New-
ton’s method to converge on values for µR and µB so that the means of the probability distribution, when averaged
over all the blocks, equals the new mean for the entire system resulting from the demographic change. We compare
the predictions for the joint probability distributions, as well as the mean of the agent densities for each block with
the observed data from the Schelling model in figure 5 and SI Section S12. We find excellent agreement between the
predictions and the simulated demographic data. Importantly, this analytic approach arrives at the same new steady
state distribution that the previously described time dependent DFFT model predicts, but with orders of magnitude
increase in computational speed and without the need for modelling dynamic behaviors.
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6 Implications and Future Directions
The ability of DFFT to accurately predict the evolution of residential segregation for demographic data obtained
from the Schelling model is an important step towards developing methods for making demographic predictions.
Unlike bottom-up agent-based approaches that postulate specific rules, DFFT empirically extracts these rules from
observations. Additionally, in contrast to top-down data-driven approaches that only extract descriptive measures of
segregation, DFFT uses the more detailed extracted rules to forecast population dynamics.
Importantly, this framework could easily be extended to include an even greater number of agent types. As long
as residential choice is driven separately by the composition of local neighborhoods and the coarse agent spatial
preferences, it is straightforward to include vexations for each agent type and a multidimensional frustration that
accounts for the multi-agent social interactions.
We also anticipate a clear pathway towards modeling other demographic changes such as changes in social or spatial
preferences. In these particular cases it is necessary to know how to map such changes to the DFFT functions extracted
from the initial steady state data. Such a mapping can be achieved in a number of ways. First, it may be possible to
directly guess the change in the DFFT functions. For example, if we knew that the spatial utility functions for the
agents were exchanged, we could use knowledge from previous simulations to determine the new vexations: vB → vR
and vR → vB . Second, even if we had no a priori knowledge of this change, we could still use intermediate time
points in the evolution of the demographic data to adjust the vexations and frustration. For example, after every 500
Schelling time steps we would modify our DFFT functions so that we get the best agreement between the dynamics
of the predicted and observed density changes for the agents (Fig. 4g). These examples illustrate the flexibility that
DFFT provides for making predictions for a broad range of demographic changes within the context of the Schelling
model.
The ability to recast the Schelling model into the DFFT framework suggests that it should be possible to extend this
approach to other agent based models. In the field of ecological demography, DFFT could provide a new description
for predator-prey dynamics in the stochastic spatial Lotka-Volterra model [56]. In the fields of evolutionary biology
or economics, DFFT could give new insights into the success of different strategies such as cooperation by coarse
graining stochastic game models [57, 58]. As long as the agents in a given system are driven separately by local
interactions with their neighbors and spatial interactions, we expect the DFFT analysis presented here will make
accurate predictions of the evolving system.
Finally, to the extent that agent-based approaches like the Schelling model inform trends in human demographic data,
it may be possible to apply DFFT to data sets for human populations. For example, decennial American census data
provides block level counts of the number of people by race and ethnicity. Given these data, DFFT could be used
to measure the frustration between different races or ethnicities and their vexations throughout the country. As such
DFFT could serve as a detailed lens into the social and spatial nature of racial residential segregation and be a powerful
tool for forecasting the composition of block level demographics.
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